
Shackleton’s Incredible Journey
Leadership Curriculum

Lesson Plan for

LEADERSHIP—AMONG PEERS

1. Introduction and Interaction
“Today’s topic is leadership. The word leadership can have different meanings for
different people. Can we come up with a few examples of leadership? Who has an idea?”
Let’s talk about these….”

2. Essay on Leadership—Among Peers
Leadership is one of those terms that is sometimes hard to define. Leadership can be
positive or it can be negative. You all know classmates whom everyone admires. You also
know classmates everyone watches with a mixture of caution and suspicion. It might
surprise you to realize that both are leaders. Think about it, both the positive leaders and
the negative leaders have everyone’s attention. (Discussion Point #1)

Everyone is a leader of some sort. No matter who you are, how old you are, or how much  of
a leader you consider yourself to be, you are an example to someone. There is always at
least one pair of eyes watching you to see how you respond to your circumstances and to
other people. They are carefully listening to your words and watching your actions. And
remember, too, that you have at least one older person in your life who has provided
guidance and direction for you. (Discussion Point #2) That person may have been a
teacher, a coach, an older brother or sister, a neighbor, or your mom or dad—regardless of
who they are, they became a positive role model for you as to how you should live your life.
Are you still following their model?

In today’s society, leaders often rise to the top because they are popular, good-looking, or
materially successful. The problem is true leadership is not based on things. In a single
event a person’s popularity can end, an accident or illness can eliminate their beauty, and
one poor financial decision can result in bankruptcy. True leadership is based on values and
integrity. Great leaders are true to what they say. They set a good example of honesty  and
trustworthiness. Real leaders understand that every person is an equally valuable part  of
the group or team, and they work hard to make each person feel valued. Real leaders  don’t
take advantage of their position or power by setting themselves up as self-appointed  kings
or queens. (Discussion Point #3)
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Think about it—how do your peers see you? As a leader? Do you influence people around
you, or do they influence you? If you do influence others, do you think your influence is
perceived as positive or negative?

3. Discussion Points

Discussion Point #1: Without using names, identify student behaviors that carry either
positive or negative influence at our school.
Discussion Point #2: Can anyone describe a time when you realized other students your age
were looking to you for leadership? Or, can anyone tell  us about an adult who has become a
positive leader in your  life and why?
Discussion Point #3: Think about the difference between leadership based on things and
leadership based on values and integrity. Can we create a list of current leaders in today’s
society using both categories? Who has an idea?

4. Shackleton’s Best Moments

“For Shackleton people came first.”* He “valued his men’s lives above all else.”* What
moments do you remember from the Shackleton’s Incredible Journey concert (or video) that
demonstrate how he held the needs of his crew as his highest priority during their voyage
on the Endurance?

5. End the lesson by encouraging your students to think about the topic of the lesson and
consider whether it is a characteristic they personally already have, whether it might be a
characteristic they want to work on, or whether it is not of interest to them at this point in
their life. Thank your students for their attention.

*Shackleton’s Way, pgs. 6, 36
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